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Abstract: The design of end-of-shaft angle sensing magnetic positioning systems (MPS) requires
accurate field computations in the sensing area for the magnetostatic inversion procedure. Highly
resolved field computations on a 3-D domain make FEM simulations unfeasible and favour analytical
solutions. Analytical textbook field solutions of a number of standard magnet shapes are however
numerically unstable along symmetry axes, body edges as well as in the far field. For the particular
application of an end-of-shaft system, only a particular instability close to the symmetry axis, ρ → 0
plays a detrimental role. We stabilize the field equation by mathematical reformulation of naturally
occurring numerically unstable combinations of elliptic integrals in the derivation. The resulting
formulas or even their ready-to-use implementation in the freely available Python package Magpylib
can be used without limitations for end-of-shaft MPS designs.

Keywords: angle sensing; magnetic positioning systems; analytic magnetic field expressions; numeri-
cal instabilities

1. Introduction

End-of-shaft magnetic positioning systems (MPS) are widely used for angle sensing.
When a magnet, typically a cylinder magnet with diametral magnetization is mounted
at the end of a rotating shaft, the rotation angle is uniquely determined by the outputs
of a 2-D magnetic sensor positioned below the axis, see Figure 1. From the measurement
of the field modulation, an MPS is supposed to determine the relative motion between
a permanent magnet and the magnetic field sensors. The definition of the layout of a
magnetic positioning system is based on the inverse magnetostatic problem, typically a
global inversion algorithm such as differential evolution to map sensor outputs to the
corresponding position and/or orientation of the magnet but also to solve for a number of
system parameters of interest such as magnet dimension, magnetization, runout of the axis,
magnet and sensor positions, tolerances for all these parameters, strayfields, etc. Needless
to say, for such highly dimensional inversion algorithms to work, they rely on very accurate
solutions of the “forward” magnetostatic field problem.
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Figure 1: End-of-shaft magnetic positioning system. A magnet is mounted at the end of a rotating 
shaft whose field is detected in the subjacent sensor array. 

We investigated this problem, stemming from catastrophic cancellations due to defi-
nite integrals in the derivation of the field and searched for ways to stabilize the analytical 
expressions, shown here in an exemplary fashion for the radial field component: 𝐻 𝑀𝑅4π cos 𝜑 2𝑧 ℎ𝜌 𝑧 ℎ/2 𝜌 𝑅 𝜌 𝑅𝜌 𝑅 cel 𝜅 , 𝑝, 1,1 cel 𝜅 , 1, 1,1  

with 𝜅 1 4𝜌𝑅/ 𝑧 𝜌 𝑅  and 𝑝 1 4𝜌/ 𝜌 𝑅 . The precision of this stabi-
lized radial field component is shown in the leftmost plot in the lower row of Figure 2. 
The other two plots to the right show the improved precision of the azimuth and axial 
field components, respectively. 

Figure 1. End-of-shaft magnetic positioning system. A magnet is mounted at the end of a rotating
shaft whose field is detected in the subjacent sensor array.

2. Methods

Only recently, some investigations [1,2] have addressed the issue of numerical instabil-
ities inherent in the well-known analytical field solutions given in the literature, e.g., ref. [3].
For the end-of- shaft angle sensing systems with a 2-D sensor or sensor array (depending
on how many parameters are supposed to be determined) placed below a diametrically
magnetized cylinder, a numerical instability of the analytic field solution that increases as
one approaches the axis ρ → 0 turns out to be particularly detrimental, as the magnetostatic
field solution needed for the global optimization loses its entire floating point precision,
see magnetic field component evaluations in the top row of Figure 2.

We investigated this problem, stemming from catastrophic cancellations due to definite
integrals in the derivation of the field and searched for ways to stabilize the analytical
expressions, shown here in an exemplary fashion for the radial field component:

Hρ =
MR
4π
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)
and p = 1 − 4ρ/(ρ + R)2. The precision of this

stabilized radial field component is shown in the leftmost plot in the lower row of Figure 2.
The other two plots to the right show the improved precision of the azimuth and axial field
components, respectively.
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Figure 2. Precision (number of significant figures) of the analytic field computation 𝐵ρ, 𝐵φ, 𝐵𝑧  (left, 
middle, right) in the sensing area (indicated by blue frames). The complete loss of precision for ρ → 0 (upper panel) is successfully remedied by our numerical stabilization (lower panel), giving at least 
10 significant figures in the area of interest. 

3. Discussion 
Analytical textbook magnetic field solutions of magnets shaped as cubes, cylinders, 

etc. have typically been written in elegant and condensed form but without consideration 
of direct floating point evaluation on a computer. Combinations of elliptic integrals that 
occur in many problems with underlying cylindrical geometry proof to be particularly 
troublesome when evaluation is needed for instance very close to the symmetry axis, as is 
the case for inverse magnetostatic computations needed for the design of angle-sensing 
end-of-shaft systems. We offer numerically stabilized formulas for the field as well as ac-
cess to a free-to-use solution library Magpylib [4] written in Python, enabling fast and 
stable field evaluation that can be particularly beneficial for designing end-of-shaft sys-
tems but of course also far beyond that particular application. 
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Figure 2. Precision (number of significant figures) of the analytic field computation (Bρ, Bφ, Bz) (left,
middle, right) in the sensing area (indicated by blue frames). The complete loss of precision for ρ →
0 (upper panel) is successfully remedied by our numerical stabilization (lower panel), giving at least
10 significant figures in the area of interest.

3. Discussion

Analytical textbook magnetic field solutions of magnets shaped as cubes, cylinders,
etc. have typically been written in elegant and condensed form but without consideration
of direct floating point evaluation on a computer. Combinations of elliptic integrals that
occur in many problems with underlying cylindrical geometry proof to be particularly
troublesome when evaluation is needed for instance very close to the symmetry axis, as is
the case for inverse magnetostatic computations needed for the design of angle-sensing
end-of-shaft systems. We offer numerically stabilized formulas for the field as well as access
to a free-to-use solution library Magpylib [4] written in Python, enabling fast and stable
field evaluation that can be particularly beneficial for designing end-of-shaft systems but of
course also far beyond that particular application.
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